
REFLECTIONS OF THE FATHER'S HEART

[Exhortations From The Father]
                                                                                                                                       

[February 1st]

    THE VISION OF THE "GIANT VISE"

"vise" - any of various devices, usually having two jaws that may be brought
together or separated by means of a screw, lever, or the like, used to hold an object
firmly while work is being done on it; 

VISION:   I saw a "giant vise". It had four sides and the sides of it were very tall.
It actually looked more like a giant "trash compacter" than your typical work
bench vise [which has only two sides]. I saw that all four sides were
simultaneously [slowly but surely] closing in towards each other. In the middle I
saw a large group of people [who were indistinguishable]. They were trapped
inside the giant vise - and with each passing moment the walls kept closing fast
and faster with each passing day.

the Father spoke to me and said:

The "giant vise" is representative of My end-time Plan to remove the
various power structures of the world system.

The fact that it had four sides is representative of the spiritual reality that the
Enemy and his schemes will be "blind-sided", in this hour, from the north, the
south, the east, the west - and EVERY point in between.

The fact that the four sides were very tall are representative of the spiritual
reality that this entire plan originated in Heaven - and is "inescapable" [for the
unrighteous].

The four sides of the vise simultaneously closing in is representative of the
spiritual reality that My Plan is continually unfolding at the perfect rate to
accomplish everything it was set out by Me to accomplish.

The large group of people in the middle of the "giant vise" are



representative of all those who have chosen to deny [and even mock] Me and,
therefore, in refusing My mercy have trapped themselves with no way of escape. 

These ones are those who chose to align themselves willingly with the vile
schemes of the Enemy - and, in doing so, have been instrumental in committing
"heinous" crimes of great magnitude against My Creation [mankind].

"heinous" - evil; atrocious abominable; totally reprehensible: 

The fact that the "giant vise" was closing faster and faster with each passing
day is representative of the spiritual reality that with each passing day My
Judgement against EVERY form of "wickedness" [unrighteousness] is moving
faster and faster unto a "perfect completion" - a perfect completion that will [as
with the enslavement and ensuing freedom of the Hebrew slaves] set vast
mulitudes [within the church at large and the nations] free to live as they have
never been able to live before in a perfect liberty and freedom [economically and
peacefully] that, up until now, one would not have thought possible this side of
Heaven, itself.

...."I will bring punishment to the world for its evil and the wicked for their
sins. I shall shatter the arrogance of the proud and will humble the pride of the
high and mighty..... therefore I will make the heavens shudder and the earth shake
from its foundation because of the wrath of the Lord - Commander of angel
armies, in the day of His fierce anger. Isaiah 13:11 TPT

...."There are six things which the LORD hates, Yes, seven which are an
abomination to Him: Haughty eyes, a lying tongue, And hands that shed innocent
blood, A heart that devises wicked plans, Feet that run rapidly to evil, A false
witness who utters lies, And one who spreads strife among brothers".... Proverbs
6:16-19 NASB

...." I was envious of the arrogant as I saw the prosperity of the wicked. For
there are no pains in their death, and their body is fat. They are not in trouble as
other men, nor are they plagued like mankind. Therefore pride is their necklace;
The garment of violence covers them. Their eye bulges from fatness; The
imaginations of their heart run riot. They mock and wickedly speak of oppression;
They speak from on high. They have set their mouth against the heavens, and their
tongue parades through the earth".... Psalm 73:3-9 NASB



...."the righteous will be rewarded with prosperity...and  the wealth of the
sinner is stored up for the righteous".... Proverbs 13:21, 22 NASB


